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BIOGRAPHY 

Johann Aakre is the Engineer of 
Record for the Cumberland 
Flyover Bridge.  As a senior 
Engineer with HNTB Corporation 
in Chicago, Johann has worked on 
bridge projects across the nation 
including highway, pedestrian, rail, 
arch, signature bridges, bridges 
constructed using ABC techniques.  
Johann is the Chair of the HNTB’s 
Bridge practice structural software 
committee and is the Great Lakes 
Division representative for 
Accelerated Bridge Construction.  
Outside of HNTB, Johann serves 
as a board member for the 
Structural Engineers Association 
of Illinois where he has given 
lectures on Seismic Design of 
Bridges, Accelerated Bridge 
Construction and SE Exam review 
courses. 

Irsilia Colletti graduated from the 
University of Illinois in Urbana-
Champaign in 2011 and has 
worked as a Bridge Design 
Engineer at HNTB for 6 years 
since graduating. She has worked 
on a spectrum of projects from 
signature bridges and standard 
highway bridges to railroad 
bridges. Outside of design, Irsilia 
acts as the Secretary for ASCE-
SEI as well as coordinates HNTB's 
STEM outreach initiative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY 

With the objective of improving 
flow and safety at the confluence 
of I-90 and I-190, the Cumberland 
Flyover spans over 850 feet, has a 
656ft horizontal radius and 200+ ft 
spans.  Curved steel plate girders 
were employed with a unique 
framing plan consisting of tighter 
girder spacing in the exterior bays 
to stiffen the bridge torsionally 
while keeping the girder depth 
shallow and meet vertical 
clearance requirements. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

Project Background 

In a collaborative effort between the Illinois 

Department of Transportation (IDOT) and the 

Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT), the 

I-190 Modernization Project Phase I design 

approval was granted on March 4, 2011.  The 

objective of the project was to improve interstate I-

190 from Chicago O’Hare Airport Taxiway Bridges 

to Cumberland Ave.  Interstate I-190 is the driveway 

to and from O’Hare Airport, which is the nation’s 

3
rd

 largest airport in the United States, servicing 

over 77 million passengers per year, employing 

around 50,000 people, and generating nearly 

500,000 jobs in the surrounding Chicago region.  I-

190 services numerous airport facilities, but also 

provides an important link between the surrounding 

communities of Rosemont, Schiller Park, Des 

Plaines and Northwest Chicago.  Within the project, 

12 grade separated new bridges, 12 grade separated 

bridge reconstructions, one new railroad bridge, and 

two major flyovers were included with the 

preliminary plan developed as part of the Phase I 

efforts.   

 

At the east end of the project limits, eastbound I-190 

traffic leaving O’Hare Airport merges with I-90 

eastbound.  This merge location along I-90 also 

represents the end of the Illinois Tollway’s (ISHTA) 

Jane Addams parkway and the start of IDOT’s 

Kennedy Expressway which is the key artery for 

traffic from the North and Northwest suburbs into 

downtown Chicago.  Immediately east of the merge, 

is the I-90 exit for Cumberland Ave.  The 

confluence of entering and exiting traffic creates a 

major bottleneck and safety hazard for drivers.  

With the goal of improving flow and safety, the I-

190 Cumberland Flyover was conceived. 

 

Cumberland Flyover 

Named for its purpose, the $24M Cumberland 

Flyover creates a bypass for EB I-90 travelers 

intending to exit towards SB Cumberland Ave and 

simultaneously allows for enhanced merging 

movements of I-190 to I-90.  This bypass is 

achieved with an 854-foot four span composite steel 

curved girder bridge that extends over I-190 and the 

Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) blue line, 

Chicago’s 2
nd

 most travelled light rail line whose 

Northern segment serves as a link between O’Hare 

Airport and the downtown Chicago Loop.    Major 

works included with the Cumberland Flyover 

include the flyover bridge, retained embankment 

structures, an elongated exit ramp for SB 

Cumberland Ave, and reconstruction of the East 

River Road Bridge to allow for the construction of 

the new exit ramp underneath.  The East River Road 

Bridge was recently completed under a separate 

contract in advance of the Cumberland Flyover.  

Construction of the Cumberland Flyover started in 

late November 2016 and is expected to be complete 

in the Fall of 2018.  The site plan of the project is 

shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Project Site Plan 

 

DESIGN CRITERIA 
 

Contracted through CDOT, managed by IDOT, at 

the terminus of ISTHA, extending over the CTA, 

adjacent to a forest preserve, and under the flight 

path of O’Hare’s 9R/27L runway, the Cumberland 

flyover has several agencies with stake in the 

completion of the project.  As the Cumberland 

Flyover is still considered part of the Illinois 

Tollway system, the bridge design is governed by 

the ISHTA Structure Design Criteria.   

 

ISHTA design specifications draw heavily from 

IDOT Bridge Design Manual which closely follows 

AASHTO LRFD Specifications, but do contain 

some notable differences.  The standout difference 

in design criteria is the Tollway requirement to 

consider IL-120 design  

 

With the Illinois Tollway servicing more freight 

traffic than any other Tollway system in the United 

States, the HS-20 Truck is supplemented with IL-
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120 Live Load.  The IL-120 is a 6-axle, 120-kip 

Truck as shown in Figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 2: Illinois Tollway IL-120 Truck 

 

It is 48 kips heavier than the 72-kip HS-20 Truck 

with significantly tighter axle spacing.  The IL-120 

truck is considered in the Strength, Service and 

Fatigue Load combinations for the bridge and ended 

up being the controlling live load vehicle for the 

design. 

 

Some other notable differences between ISHTA 

Design Criteria and IDOT design criteria include the 

use of 4 ksi high performance concrete for deck 

slabs as opposed to 3.5 ksi concrete, the use of an 

approach Pile bent for support of approach slabs, 

and the barrier shape on retaining walls. 

 

BRIDGE LAYOUT 
 

At the proposed location of the Cumberland Flyover 

existing I-90 and I-190 are at similar elevations and 

are only separated by approximately 300 feet 

between the edge of shoulder along I-90 and I-190, 

there is little room to build up vertical grade. As a 

result, I-190 was required to be lowered in the 

vicinity of the flyover.   

 

To accomplish this grade separation, a single 

curvature alignment was selected from various 

alternatives based on its optimal roadway geometry. 

This bridge layout resulted in the tightest curvature 

and longest spans of all alternatives considered.  

The superstructure consisted of 6 girder framing 

system with radii varying from 632.8’ to 664.1’ and 

span lengths of 200’ – 245’ – 225’ – 175’.  Vertical 

clearances over the CTA and I-190 of 14.5 feet and 

15.25 feet respectively were required.  The final 

bridge layout is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3: Bridge Site Constraints 

 

FRAMING PLAN 
Girder depth was controlled by the vertical 

clearance requirement between the roadway and 

public rail transit below. This depth controlled the 

rest of the framing plan configuration. Per standard 

practice, the girders were originally equally spaced; 

however, after preliminary analysis, it was 

determined that the Live Load deflection criteria 

could not be met on the exterior girder. This girder 

experienced the largest radius of the alignment and 

therefore also had the longest span. 

 

To remedy this issue, several solutions were 

investigated including increasing the flange 

thickness and altering the fixity configuration of the 

bridge. In the end, the decision was made to 

reconfigure the girder spacing. This resulted in 

decreasing the spacing on the two exterior girders 

and the adjacent interior girders as shown in Figure 

4. 

 
Figure 4: Superstructure Cross Section 

The girder cross section consisted of 80 inch deep 

plate girders.  Flanges were 28 inches wide and 

ranged in thickness from 1.25” to 2.75”.  The girder 

web was 5/8” thick with intermediate stiffeners 

added for enhanced shear capacity.   
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Because the significant span and curve radius 

combination, further considerations had to be taken 

to ensure comprehensive design of all bridge 

components 

 

CURVED GIRDER 

CONSIDERATIONS 
All steel girder bridges, even curved, experience the 

same effects of gravity as straight girder bridges in 

terms of gravity loading.  However, when a curved 

bridge is analyzed, more effects must be considered, 

including torsional forces, warping and lateral 

flange bending, and twist deformation under load.   

 

Girder torsion is imposed by the girder center of 

gravity occurring at an offset from the 

corresponding longitudinal location on the chord 

line drawn between the two adjacent piers.  Torsion 

will result in the creation of both normal and shear 

stresses in the beam elements and will yield 

displacement in all three directions, creating rotation 

and potential warping of the girders.  Special 

consideration must be taken for this in construction 

to insure global bridge stability.  
 

The exterior outside girder of a curved steel girder 

structure exhibits the most displacement, being the 

longest in length of all the girders.  All girders 

interior to the exterior girder experience 

differentially less displacement, with the exterior 

inside girder experiencing the least displacement of 

all girders.  With this unbalance in displacement and 

forces, global system overturning will occur in all 

curved girder systems and must be properly 

accounted for. There are special design 

considerations that must be taken into account when 

designing steel curved girder structures.  
 

 

 

 

Analysis 
The plate girder curvature, depth, and variable 

spacing required refined analysis to capture the 

behavior of the bridge.  

 

Larsa4D was used to create a 3D finite element 

model of the bridge, where the plate girder 

superstructure was fully discretized with shell 

elements for the girder webs and deck and frame 

elements for the girder flanges.  This level of 

refinement can capture the true torsional stiffness of 

bridge. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 5: 3D FEM – Girder Discretization 

 

After the analysis is complete, the forces of the 

individual frames and shells in the total plate girder 

section are integrated to produce compound element 

forces for the full plate girder section. 

 

 

Cross Frames 
Another unique design consideration that must be 

accounted for in curved steel girder bridges is the 

design of its crossframe members.  With the 

horizontal curve, significant superelevation, and 

tight exterior girder spacing, crossframe design for 

this bridge was a bit challenging.  Tight girder 

spacing prevented the working point of the cross 
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frames from occurring at the C.G. of the bolt 

groups, so the connection needed to be designed for 

cross frame axial load as well as bolt group force 

eccentricity.   

 

With the non-uniform transverse spacing of the 

girders, there were unique crossframe connection 

designs required for interior and exterior bays.  

Maximum bolt edge distance was a consideration in 

design in the exterior bay connections specifically 

due to the tight spacing of the girders.   

 

 

 
Figure 6: Cross Frame Connection Plates 

 

As shown above, it was necessary in some cases to 

have irregular bolt spacing and diagonally clip the 

gusset plate for these connections to meet the 

maximum limit for edge distance.   

 

In curved bridges, crossframe and lateral bracing 

members must also be designed as primary 

members in curved bridges.  Fatigue design was the 

controlling limit state for cross frame design and 

necessitated an increase in section size.  

 

 

Centrifugal Force Effects 
 

With a bridge PGL horizontal radius measuring 

656ft, it was necessary to consider centrifugal force 

effects on the bridge and how these would affect the 

bridge live loading.  Centrifugal force is comprised 

of a radial and overturning force.  The radial force is 

applied directly to the deck and the overturning 

moment occurs due to the radial force being applied 

at a certain height above the deck.  Due to 

overturning, the wheel exterior to the curve will 

apply more than half the weight of the truck and the 

wheel interior to the truck will apply less than half 

the weight of the truck.  The addition of the wheel 

loads exterior and interior to the curve come up with 

one full loading. When superelevation is considered 

this differential loading is tampered. 

 
Figure 7: Vehicle Centrifugal Force 

Diagram 

 

CONSTRUCTION  
The contractor received the Notice to proceed in 

November of 2016 and began work on the 

foundations shortly after that in December.  By 

April of 2017, the foundations were complete.  

Due to the complexity of the project and adjacent 

structures, a staged construction method was 

implemented.  Stage 1 began in April of 2017 

with the switchover to Stage 2 occurring several 

months later in September of 2017.  Substructure 

and approach wall concrete was being poured 

simultaneous to all these operations.  The 

approach walls were poured in March and April of 

2017.  The first substructure pour took place in 

April of 2017 and the last substructure pour took 

place in September of 2017.  Concurrent to the 

pouring of the substructure, the steel girder 

erection began in July of 2017 and terminated in 

October of 2017.  Figure 8 shows the steel girder 

erection.  
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Figure 8: Girder Erection 

 

It was necessary to install the crossframes at the 

same time of the girder erection to prevent the 

individual girders from twisting in their non-

composite condition.  The staged nature of the 

project prolonged activities and required multiple 

activity durations to be occur simultaneously if 

they were to be completed in a time-efficient and 

sequential manner.  Deck pours were completed 

Spring of 2018 and the bridge opened in 

September of 2018. 

 

Figure 9: Completed Flyover Bridge 

SUMMARY 

There were many unique factors that came into play 

in the design of the I-190 Cumberland Flyover 

Project.  The client structure, bridge geometry, and 

adjacent structure all proved challenging in design 

and construction of the project.  It was through 

teamwork with client and contractors that these 

challenges were faced head-on to produce a quality 

end-product. 
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